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                    +86 28 37653888 ext 6201

KOOCUT  CUTTING TECHNOLOGY (SiCHUAN) CO., LTD. 
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KOOCUT  Cutting Technology (Sichuan) Co., Ltd.  
is established in 21th Dec 2018. It is invested  9.4 
million USD Registered capital and  total investment 
estimated 23.5 million USD by Sichuan Hero 
Woodworking New Technology Co.,Ltd (also called 
HEROTOOLS) and Taiwan partner. KOOCUT is 
located in Tianfu New District Cross-Strait Industrial 
Park Sichuan province. The total area of the new 
company KOOCUT is nearly 30000 square meters, 
and first construction area is 24000 square meters.

Based on Sichuan Hero Woodworking New 
Technology Co.,Ltd  more than 20 years of precision 
tool production experience and technology, 
KOOCUT focus on R&D, production and sales on 
precision CNC alloy tools, precision CNC  diamond 
tools, precision cutting saw blades, CNC milling 
cutters, and electronics Circuit board precision 
cutting  tools, etc ,which are widely used in furniture 
manufacturing, new construction  materials, non-
ferrous metals, electronics and other industries . 
KOOCUT take lead in introducing flexible 
manufacturing production lines in Sichuan, import 
large quantity of  international advanced equipment 
such as Germany Vollmer automatic grinding 
machines, German Gerling  automatic brazing 
machines, and build the first intelligent production 
line of precision tools manufacture in Sichuan 
Province. So it not only meet the need of mass 
production  but also individual customization. 
Compared with the cutting tool production line of the 
same capacity, it has higher quality assurance and 
higher production efficiency by more than 15%.

Break the limit and move forward bravely! KOOCUT 
will adhere to the concepts of energy saving , 
consumption reduction, environmental protection, 
clean production, and intelligent manufacturing. And 
will be determined to become a leading international 
cutting technology solution and service provider in 
China, in future we will contribute our great 
contribution to the promotion of domestic cutting tool 
manufacturing to advanced intelligence. 

KOOCUT



KOOCUT is specialized in the creation of cutting 

instruments. Blades shaped by laser,thought and 

designed to engrave with precision and simplicity any 

type of mater ials,our tools appl icat ion on 

wood,veneer,laminated board,aluminum,fiber 

cement etc materials.

Each step of KOOCUT productive cycle happens 

under the scrutiny of specialized control operators 

and a high precision computerized system,and is 

supported by high technology,guarantees extremely 

high productive standards.

“BEST SERVICE BEST EXPERIENCE” is our 

promise to customers all over the world. What we 

provide not only premium quality tools but also 

convenient shopping experience. 

For over 20 years developing, KOOCUT has 

exceeded customer expectations providing prompt 

and  cour teous  se rv i ce  w i th  h igh  qua l i t y 

products. Going forward, we will continue to improve 

our company and products to maintain long term and 

satisfied customers. 













UNIVERSAL CUT SAW BLADE



SIZING SAW BLADE



CONIC SCORING SAW BLADE



ADJUSTABLE SCORING SAW BLADE



AlUMINUM  SAW BLADE



RIPPING SAW BLADE





LONGITUDINAL CUT SAW BLADE



CROSS CUT SAW BLADE



ACRYLIC SAW BLADE



GROOVING SAW BLADE



STEEL PROFILE SAW BLADE
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DRY CUT SAW BLADE 
FOR FERROUS METAL

Cutting material  Dry cut saw blade fit for the steel material which hardness lower than HRC40,include:Alloy Steel:

medium-carbon steel,cast iron,structural steel etc.,especially for quenched and tempered steel.

Environmental friendly No dust
Safe and No Crack

Fast cutting,dust-free.Smooth cutting finish and no burn marks on cross surface,

give you lightly,economic ,safety cutting way.

Only need 4.3 seconds for 32mm construction deformed bar

CERMET TIP

Smooth cutting finishing and chips free

Special grinding technical ,improve

the roughness of side angle ,30%

sharp cutting and no chips

SILENT LINES DESIGN

No vibration and reduces 

the noise while cutting

JAPAN IMPORTED DAMPING GLUE

Vibration and noise reduction,

protection equipment

JAPAN IMPORT STEEL PLATE

Stable cutting and No deflection

round steel        circular tube        angle steel      channel steel     deformed bar           I-beam          square tube    aluminum material

Cutting material

Stainless Steel

Model Cutting materials

 Mild&medium steel

 Mild&medium steel

 Mild&medium steel

 Mild&medium steel

 Mild&medium steel

Thin-walled steel tubes  

Thin-walled steel tubes  

Thin-walled steel tubes  

Thin-walled steel tubes  

Thin-walled steel tubes  

Thin-walled steel tubes  

Rebar(diameter ≤  32mm)

Class

ATB  

TCG 

F

TCG 

TCG 

TCG 

TCG 

TCG 

TCG 

TCG 





PCD  PANEL SIZING SAW



PCD  CONIC SCORING SAW BLADE



PCD  ALUMINUM  SAW BLADE



PCD  FIBERBOARD SAW BIADE



PCD  DOOR TRIMMING & SIZING SAW
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